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The sending and receiving programs are themselves written in APL and, logically speaking, are largely independent of the systems.



APL WORKSPACE TRANSFER



by Francois Lapadu-Hargues However, such techniques cannot transfer all the information contained in a workspace. Information that cannot be transferred includes locked functions, the state indicator stack, and, in most cases, ancillary information like trace and stop settings, clearout settings, latent expressions, and error handlers.



The development of APL involves an increasing number of installations, new and different systems, and an ever larger user community. The problem of transferring programs written in APL from one installation to another -- an infrequent problem at first -- had been in most cases solved simply by transferring a s e l e c t i v e dump, since the APL systems were mainly run on IBM machines and had arisen from the same original implementation. The internal formats of the workspaces were the same. However, this is now a far less frequent situation, while the need for transfers has grown considerably.



The number of workspaces to be transferred is a very important factor to consider. Too many workspaces can forbid slow or poorly automatized (although simple and elegant) solutions. There is the problem of the transfer programs' performance versus their ability to handle special cases. For that reason, having a large number of workspaces to transfer leads to choosing fast programs that handle most cases automatically and leave special problems for manual correction later. We may thus accept the risk of errors in using the transferred programs on the receiving system if their cost is below that of running highly sophisticated transfer programs.



To solve the problem of workspace transfer, several solutions have been found. We can split them into two types. The first solutions derive from the original method, that is, transfers using internal representation. Since these representations are increasingly varied, one needs a program to translate the internal representation of the sending system into that of the receiving system. Such translators are getting more and more complex since systems are so different. The complexity of such translators increases drastically when the workspace architectures are designed from different concepts.



It seems that transfer methods involving external representation are becoming the preferred solution. This was the choice made in transferring a part (about 2000 workspaces) of SLIGOS APL service from an IBM 360/50 running a system with shared files (BSS system), AF~T formatting function, and an original execute operator, to an IRIS-80 (Compagnie Internationale pour l'Informatique) running APL-80, an APL system designed for this machine by SLIGOS. Since we had to abandon this machine for several reasons and come back to an IBM 360/50, we used the same method to return. I shall use this experience in developing the subject of transfers via an external form.



The other method of solution starts from the principle that the APL language is invariant from one system to another. This asset is subject to restrictions that I shall discuss later since most APL systems have been extended to include special features. These transfers are accomplished through an external representation of the workspace, close to the way it appears to the APL programmer. This form is independent of the source and object systems, except for character representation problems. The transfer is done by using one program to build a representation on the source system and another to rebuild the workspace from that representation on the receiving system.



I.



Transfers Using an External Representation



All of these transfers assume the possibility of storing an APL character variable as a physical block on an exter-
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nal medium in the source system and getting it back on the receiving one. In most cases the physical medium is a magnetic tape, accessed by an auxiliary processor from a shared variable or shared file system. The same principle can be used with cards or magnetic cassettes. Because of their slow speed, however, these media can be used only if the number of workspaces is small.



o



Delimiter space



o



Rank (number of dimensions)



o



Delimiter space



o



Shape vector (number of elements in each dimension)



o



Delimiter space



There are two solutions for representing the information on these media. The first consists of creating records representing what should be typed on a terminal to rebuild the workspace (Harbinson 1973). Let us call this method generative forms. I used this method for transferring the applications Of SLIGOS APL from APL on an IBM 360/50 to an APL-80 and vice versa. The other way is to build for each element of the workspace -functions, variables, and environment information -- a variable-length record in which all the information is packed. This solution was first proposed as a standard at the Queen's University Conference held in May 1976 in Kingston, Ontario.



o



Raveled value or character representation for numeric data.



For instance:



A÷2 3p~RATFAT ' will be represented by



15CA 2 2 3 RATFAT



As another example, variables:



consider the



NIL pNIL



These standards were well received and will be used more and more widely. I shall first present them briefly and then discuss the generative forms.
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CAC 2 pCAC



3 2.



Queen's University Standard The transfer medium will receive:



(Editor's Note: Some of the information in this section has been superseded by the workspace interchange standard proposed at the 1977 Minnowbrook APL Workshop. That proposed standard was printed in the December 1977 issue of APL Quote Quad.)



14NNIL 4 0 0 0 OI6NCAC I 3 0



Vector length (minus itself)



o



Type N or C (N=numeric,



Functions are represented as a raveled character matrix of their canonical representation, except that no variable name is given. Here are two functions:



C=character)



[i] o



2



No space need be inserted between the last character of the representation of NIL and the first character of the representation of CAC since the vector length suffices to delimit the end of the vector.



This standard deals with the representation of variables and functions. It does not treat problems like transfer medium, character sets, density, block length, and labels. Each variable is represented by a vector composed in this manner: o



1



Variable name



V R÷ATOM X R÷(4=poX)~(^/ V
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